Security Device Management
Security device management tends to become a set it and forget-about-it situation. The ‘bad guys’
automate perimeter threats 24/7 and find organizations that have misconfigurations or poor controls
in place. Continuous monitoring and analyzing of alerts should not wait until business hours. For most
businesses, this level of security coverage is not feasible.

TECH LOCK provides full management of the
security devices protecting your organization:

BENEFITS WITH TECH LOCK

• Review of configurations and traﬃc segmentation.

Access and network controls are
configured by security experts to make
the most of the security device features
for your environment

• Consolidate management across multiple locations or
regions.
• Support for Firewall/UTM, Intrusion Detection, Remote
Access Appliance, IDS/IPS, VPN.

Device updates and maintenance are
managed and scheduled ensuring critical
updates promptly with consideration
to business needs and compliance
adherence

• Devices are monitored 24/7 for heartbeat, unauthorized
changes, and security events.
• Security Engineers provide analysis for real-time threat
detection and response.

Events are leveraged within a cohesive
detection and orchestration system along
with your other services resulting in faster
time to remediation for security incidents

• Structured change management, review, and evaluation, to
ensure best practices and compliance oversight.

WHY USE TECH LOCK?
TECH LOCK enables organizations to navigate, detect, and respond to today’s modern cybersecurity and
compliance challenges. Our focus is adaptive managed security services. Security operations, industry-leading
technology, premium threat detection, enriched with independent cyber research. Cohesive security and
compliance services delivering measurable outcomes and personalized support to our clients.
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Managed Security and Compliance Service Methodology
The technologies that TECH LOCK provides are best-in-breed in security and detection capabilities. However,
technologies alone do not provide a cohesive solution. It takes the combination of people, process, and technology
to ensure continuous security and compliance coverage. Our security engineers ensure an exact fit for your business
needs.
Regardless of the mix of services with TECH LOCK, we use a standardized method. From this process, we can provide
continuous adaptive detection of security and compliance risk but tailored for your business. TECH LOCK manages
the orchestration across all our offered services. Our cohesive solution delivers better outcomes for our customers,
whether they subscribe to one or all of our services.

REVIEW
We take proactive measures
to keep current on threats,
security trends, and
continuously tune and
develop to provide the best
security and compliance
services for your business.

ASSESS
We work with you to
determine what’s needed
to achieve security and
compliance goals along with
necessary resources and
coverage.

RESPOND

IMPLEMENT

We respond and advise
during active remediation
and validate that activities
were effective in mitigating
the security incident or risk
issue.

CONTINUOUS
ADAPTIVE
SERVICES

ESCALATE
We provide threat
detection validation and
create an appropriate
detailed response plan with
the resources as needed.

We provide the technology,
deployment, and project
management to get
started quickly or manage
changes
when necessary.

ENGAGE
We continuously monitor,
have regular meetings to
understand any business
updates so our security
engineers can adjust
accordingly to ensure
up-to-date best practices.
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